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Abstract— The demand for fossil fuel for instance, oil and gas has
been dramatic in recent decades. Therefore, many oil and gas
companies are attempting to find out new technics for enhancing
oil recovery for example, secondary and tertiary methods.
Indeed, in recent years the interest in water alternating gas
(WAG) has been increased as tertiary recovery method.
Moreover, this method has been applied successfully in several
fields around the world. In fact, the (WAG) injection method
results in three-phase flow zones. Therefore, it is important to
understand and well describing the multi-phase flow properties.
This study investigated the uncertainty in multi-phase flow
between pore-scale network modelling and empirical methods.
Network models are being used as alternative for empirical
methods to describe the multi-phase flow properties, since the
former are physically-based tools which integrate the relevant
pore-scale mechanisms while the latter often have little physical
basis. The reservoir simulation has been employed to study the
effect of rock heterogeneity on the absolute oil recovery obtained
by empirical methods and pore network model during WAG
injection in heterogeneous reservoirs. The results showed that
rock heterogeneity could increase the three phase flow
uncertainty between empirical methods and pore network
modelling. Moreover; the investigation showed significant effect
of rock heterogeneity (different relative permeability models) on
overall WAG performance.

three-phase zones could be obtained lower remaining oil
saturation. Furthermore, WAG injection will be improved the
microscopic displacement [10]. The utilization of WAG
injection must be accompanied with well description of the
multi-phase flow. However, the real mechanism of the threephase flow that controls the process is remaining not well
understood. Indeed, the measurement of the relative
permeabilities has a particular challenge because there are an
infinite number of different displacement paths. Therefore, it
is impractical to measure relative permeabilities for all threephase displacement that take place in the reservoir [7]. As a
result, empirical expression has been used to compute the
relative permeabilities and capillary pressure for the threephase based on the available two-phase data [5, 7, 21, 31, 32].
However, those empirical models have no or little physical
basis. Furthermore, an alternative approach has been utilized
to develop physically-based three-phase network models that
integrate all the relevant pore-scale mechanism and tuned to
match the two-phase data in order to predict the relative
permeablities and capillary pressure. This approach could
improve the understanding of the three-phase flow and
minimizing the uncertainty during gas injection projects.
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In this paper we used sets of three-phase relative permeabilties
and capillary pressure necessary obtained by empirical
methods and network model for running the reservoir model
[2]. Then we studied the uncertainty between the empirical
methods (Stone’s equations) and the network model during
water alternating gas (WAG) injection in heterogeneous
reservoirs. Also we studied the effect of different relative
permeability models on overall WAG performance. The
results show excellent matching between the simulated data
and the experiments for water and gas phases. Whereas;
during WAG injection there is a slight difference between the
three-phase oil relative permeability measured from
experiments and the one simulated by the networks. This
could attributed to the new features included in the network
which accurately detecting residual oil at its low saturations..
Furthermore; the investigation showed that different relative
permeability models have a significant effect on increasing the
recovery during WAG. This will help to expand the scope of
understanding: why WAG is more interesting to be applied in
heterogeneous reservoirs.

Cluster. Breakthrough, Stone, Water cut, Eclipse.
1.

Introduction

The demand for fossil fuel for instance, oil and gas has been
dramatic in recent decades. Moreover, many oil reservoirs are
depleting every day. Therefore, many oil and gas companies
are attempting to find out new technics for enhancing oil
recovery. In the recent years the interest toward wateralternating - gas (WAG) recovery has increased as one of oil
recovery method techniques and it has been successfully
applied in several oil fields especially in the Middle East [10].
Indeed, it has been estimated that more than half of the world
unrecovered oil contained in the carbonate rocks in the Middle
East. Therefore, (WAG) injection method may consider quite
useful to be applied in Middle East reservoirs. In fact, WAG
injection tends to improve the oil recovery by contacting the
unwept zones, especially the attic or cellar oil by segregation
of the gas to the top or the accumulation of the water to the
bottom. Moreover, WAG injection could reduce the residual
oil as a result, the injecting of two fluids (gas and water), and
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2. Three- phase flow measurement
2.1 Stone’s Model I and II
Empirical expressions have been adopted to estimate the
relative permeability and capillary pressure for the three-phase
based on the available two-phase data [5, 7, 21, 32, and 33].
Moreover, this model assumes that both gas and water relative
permeabilities are functions of their own saturations. However,
for oil relative permeability stone I proposed that 3-phase oil
relative permeability is a function of a blocking degree for oil
flow by water and gas that computed from two-phase data.
However, stone II assumed the segregate flow condition.
Therefore, no residual oil saturation is required to be defined
[7]. However, those empirical methods are not more
physically-based which fall to capture the oil flow at its low
saturation and this indicates imprecise prediction of residual
oil. Furthermore, they have been developed with an
assumption of that the rocks are strongly water-wet [34].
2.2 Pore-scale Network Model
Network model is an alternative approach for the empirical
methods to measure the three-phase properties (relative
permeabilities and capillary pressure). The demand of
constructing such models has been raised specially after the
limitations that observed during applying the empirical
approaches in multi-phase flow measurement. Traditionally,
network models is a (two or three) dimensional model which
representing the void space of the rock. The model composes
of wide pores connected via narrower throats which assumed
to be cylindrical or spherical shapes [8]. The study will use the
network model that has already developed and validated
[Øren, 2003] [23]. The realistic 3D pore-network extracted
from the reconstructed pore space of Berea sandstone which
will be used as inputs data to our model figure (1). The
developed model as described in [2] will be used since it is a
physically-based simulation tool. Moreover, multiple
displacement implementation which allows the accurate
modelling of the disconnected phase layers/clusters during
high WAG floods [2, 35].

Figure.1-b Network extracted from
process based reconstructed Berea
sandstone sample
Figure.1 New network reconstructed from the network
constructed from Berea sandstone.
This networks has been validated and described in details [23].
Moreover, the results from both experimentally and the
predicted values from the network model that shows excellent
agreement. Indeed, In the water-wet system the three-phase
relative permeability of water and gas predicted by the
network model and compared to the results determined
experimentally in [22] and the conclusion of this is as follow,
the gas relative permeability is a function of its own saturation
(Figures 2), and for water, its relative permeability will be a
function of its saturation (Figures 3). The predicted and the
measured three-phase oil relative permeability is a function of
both water and gas saturation and initial oil saturation (Figure
4) [19, 36].

Figure.2 Comparison of gas relative permeability by network
model with the experiment data for three-phase flow [2].
Figure.1-a Pore space reconstructed
by process-based approach for
Berea sandstone sample, taken from
(Øren and Bakke 2003)
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327,067. This reservoir is under-saturated oil reservoir. Total
30 wells presented 20 producers and 10 injectors.
4.

Relative permeability curves

Initializing the model required two-phase relative permeability
curves. Figure (5) shows the two-phase system data being
used for all the three methods (StoneI, StoneII and Network
Model). Later the three-phase relative permeability has been
obtained differently by each model based on these two phase
data. Three network models have been used table (1). Three
phase relative permeability obtained by network simulation
have been used [35].

Figure.3 Comparison of water relative permeability by
network model with the experiment data for three-phase flow
[2].

Figure 5. Two phase relative permeability curves

Table 1: pore networks parameters.
Figure.4 Comparison of oil relative permeability by network
model with the experiment data for three-phase flow [2].

3.

RESERVOIR MODEL

Brugge filed is a complete synthetic field which was built by
(TNO) [10]. The geological structure of this field consists of
stretched half-dome in the east/west direction with a fault of
large boundary at the northern edge and an internal fault with
20° angle of modest throw at the northern edge. The reservoir
model used the truth case that consists approximately of
(75x75x2.5) m grid block size with total active grid-blocks of
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Parameters
Number of
Nodes
Number of
Bonds
Permeability
mD
Clay porosity
%
Net porosity
%
Total
porosity %
Formation
Factor

5.

Networks
A

B

C

9315

12786

17657

16590

21438

28404

1390

472.678

29.6618

0.0014

0.006506

0.2598

19.5281

16.5346

7.26506

19.5295

16.5411

7.52488

28.9778

48.1238

329.337

Figure 7. Oil recovery using WAG injection by StoneI,
StoneII and Network Model for (Three Networks).

Results and discussion

The reservoir-scale simulation has been run using the Eclipse
simulator and the Brugge field reservoir model. The twophase relative permeability curves (Figure 5) used for all the
three models runs. Firstly, only water injection started for all
models. The recovery was identical for all the models because
at this stage the flow has been controlled by two-phase system
and the same oil-water relative permeability curve has been
employed during all three cases (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Oil recovery using water injection by StoneI, StoneII
and Network Model

Figure 8. Oil recovery using WAG injection by StoneI,
StoneII and Network Model for (One Network)
Initially, all three models produce the same recovery (Figure
7) until the gas breaks through (Figure 9); this occurs first in
the Stone I model and gas is produced along with oil, resulting
in a deviation of the oil recovery curve (Figure 7) compared to
the other two runs using the different three-phase relative
permeability models. During gas injection, gas moves to the
top of the reservoir because it has lower density than oil and
water. Based on the oil relative permeability surfaces (Figure
11), the oil has the same relative permeability for all models at
the first water saturation paths. As the gas injected and the
water saturation increase, the oil has the highest relative
permeability for Stone I model, resulting in a fast sweep for
the top layer of the reservoir model in the three-phase region
and earlier gas breakthrough compared to the other two cases
(Figure 9). As the gas progresses within the reservoir, the
three-phase region expands and hence the three phase relative
permeability increasingly dominates the flow of the reservoir
fluids.

Figure 7 shows the oil recovery produced for the three models
(StoneI, StoneII and Network Model) during WAG injection.
When gas is injected into the reservoir, regions of two and
three-phase develop in the reservoir. Each model uses
different three-phase oil relative permeability, causing
different sweeps of oil.
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Figure 9. Total gad production by Stone I, Stone II and
Network Model during WAG injection for (Three Networks).

Figure 10. Water fraction cut by Stone I, Stone II and
Network Model during WAG injection for (Three Networks).
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Figure 11. The three-phase oil relative permeability obtained
by empirical models (StoneI and StoneII) and the network
model for water-wet system.
The oil relative permeability of the network model is the
lowest, leading to a low sweep efficiency of the oil, especially
near the producer (figure 11). Despite, the gas production of
the network is the lowest (figure 9) but the recovery of the
network still has the lowest value. This could be attributed to
the multiple displacements which employed in the network
model being used here. As water saturation increase less oil
will be displaced by gas. This gives an indication that less oil
clusters connected to the outlets. The gas then starts to
displace water as it connected to the outlet while the oil at this
point trapped by water (figure 10). This leads to a decrease in
the oil production. The oil recovery curve of the network
model has the lower value comparing to StoneI and StoneII,
resulting in the lowest total oil recovery. The difference
between StoneI and StoneII curves and the network curve was
about (6% and 4%) when three networks used (figure 7). This
ratio has been decreased to (5% and 2%) when one network
has been used (figure 8). The oil recovery for the Stone II
model continues to increase and recovery for Stone I and II
models become more similar. However, the point at which
StoneI and StoneII curves may overtake could be reached
since the simulations have been stopped before that.
Furthermore; the effect of rock heterogeneity on WAG
performance has been investigated by using different
networks (Rock types) and the result showed increase in oil
recovery when using different rock types (figure 12). Despite
there was a slight increase in the recovery as more types used
but this will help to expand the scope to understand: why
WAG is more efficient when applied in heterogeneous
reservoirs.
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Figure 12. Oil recovery by WAG injection for different rock
types.
6. Conclusion
The study is attempted to analyse the uncertainty between the
empirical methods and the network model during field scale
WAG injection by using sets of three phase relative
permeability obtained from different models (stone I, stone II
and network model) for water-wet system. The results showed
variations in oil recovery curves for each model during the
WAG injection. This could be attributed to that each model
uses different three-phase oil relative permeability, causing
different sweeps of oil. Network model has the lowest three
phase oil relative permeability since this new model
incorporates so-called multiple displacement. It has been
observed during pore scale and field scale simulations that gas
starts to displace water as its saturation increase whereas; at
this point the oil trapped by the water and this will lead to
lower recovery (figure 10). The difference in oil recovery
between Stone I and network model was (5%) and (3%) for
StoneII and the network model for one rock type. Rock type
heterogeneity increased the difference between StoneI,
StoneII and the network model to (6% and 5%) respectively.
Moreover; the rock type heterogeneity increasing the WAG
efficiency by 2%.
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